### Waivers

You can now **add position information to waivers**, including position duties, basic qualifications, and affirmative action goals. This means we've built out the navigation structure waivers will use, allowing us to fill that structure in with the details in later sprints.

There is also a new API endpoint, with **documentation**, that allows you to slurp all waiver information out of Recruit for custom reporting, archival, and general fun-times. The new “API User: Waiver Information Web Service” role will allow access to the waivers, at whatever level (department, school, tool) you need.

### Usability

Throughout Recruit we have popup help that informs you why things are locked, but those tips would sometimes obscure controls you wanted to get to; the timing on those has been
changed to get in the way less often, and get out of the way sooner.

Applicants

When you add a new optional document to a recruitment after applicants apply, the email notification is now available in the applicant log. This email is sent to all applicants, and will appear in every applicant’s log.

Infrastructure

We have successfully migrated UCI and UCSD to the new Amazon Web Services hosting, and expect to have all sites migrated by the end of the month. This is the culmination of a year-long effort to get the sites’ reliability up and the foundations built for the next phase of our growth.

Notable Bugs Fixed

- Fixed another case when you could put incomplete information into an offer and Recruit wouldn’t tell you how to fix the problem; now it correctly points to the issue.